
 
 
 
 
 
 
Proposal: 5-year mastery curriculum workshop to Linford academy science department 
  
A 1.5 hour (TBC) participative session on how to use the principles in the mastery 
curriculum, (called Blueprint) to improve your KS3 science curriculum. To be led by Dr Tony 
Sherborne, whose team developed the 5-year curriculum with AQA which Sharnbrook 
Academy are using. The workshop includes free sample materials from ‘Year 7 Complete 
Mastery’. 
 
The content of the workshops will be chosen by the school. We propose 6 areas which 
represent the main shifts in practice. Please choose your priority areas (a full day workshop 
is needed to cover them all): 
 
A. From content to key concepts & Big Ideas  
Teaching students to apply knowledge to difficult GCSE questions depends on organising s 
learning around fundamental scientific ideas. Blueprint has reorganised KS3 and GCSE 
content into a conceptual progression based on 14 big ideas. Each unit works towards deep 
understanding of 2-3 key concepts. 
 
B. From mostly AO1 objectives to increasingly challenging problems  
Learning objectives are over-focussed on recall and familiar explanations. To meet the new 
demands of GCSE to apply (AO2) and analyse (AO3) knowledge, In Blueprint, objectives are 
written as ‘learning performances’ that make the thinking processes more explicit. Activities 
designed to meet these should have more challenge and always involve scientific reasoning.  
 
C. From summative assessment to diagnostic assessment 
Students build new knowledge out of existing ideas. If they are missing essential prior 
concepts or have misconceptions, their future understanding could be limited. Blueprint 
follows a 5As learning pathway starting with pre-assessment of prior concepts. 
 
D. From ‘tell and practise’ to building better models  
We know that telling has a place, but complex concepts cannot be ‘transmitted’. Students 
must also make sense of phenomena if they are to follow explanations. The Acquire stage in 
the 5As describes activities and scientific reasoning needed to build the conceptual models, 
using the 3 steps: engagement, exploration and explanation.  
 
E. Practice > Teach thinking strategies  
Practice is not enough for many students to become competent at applying knowledge. 
They need to be taught to recognise the deep principles and a strategy for solving problems. 
This is the Apply stage in the 5As. Our Mastery Practice Books are based on this approach. 
 
 



 
 
F. Fixed curriculum time Additional time for mastery  
Students differ in how long they take to master a concept. Summative assessment cannot 
discover whether students have had enough learning time. The Assess stage in the 5A’s 
involves diagnostic assessment after Acquire/Apply. Then teachers decide whether students 
need a ‘rethink’ or whether they can progress to the more challenging ‘Analyse’ objectives.   
 
Fee: TBC 
 
Dr Tony Sherborne, Mastery Science Ltd. 
October 2018 


